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A Strategic Decision
The choice of location of a holding company is a strategic decision when thinking about structuring any international
business, corporate restructuring and/or inter-company financing requirements (multinational companies or mid size
national group), assets diversification (family offices) , or cross borders transactions (investment funds segment) especially if
the desire is to minimise tax and to protect the assets held is key.
A holding company can be defined as a company established for the sole or majority purpose of holding shares in a group’s
subsidiary companies incorporated in countries in which the group is engaged in business activities.
 Multinational companies may decide to establish a holding company for a range of reasons. For example, a holding company
may be an efficient way to manage a group of subsidiaries in a particular region by centralizing financing, licensing and
management activities or for coordinating the inter-company financing transactions (incl. cash management). A holding company
also may provide tax efficiencies in relation to withholding taxes on dividends and taxes on capital gains.
 Alternative investments funds or Family Offices (single or multi) focus on private equity, real estate, debt and infrastructure
segments choose often (not to say always) to set up a holding company for optimizing the tax treatments of the proceeds arising
from the exits (partial or total) and or the recurrent revenues of their portfolio investments.
 Implementing an IPO is requiring to determine the choice of the jurisdiction for the IPO vehicle but you need as well to consider
the tax planning in the target holding structure and the sub-holdings (application double tax treaties for the efficiency of the fund
flows) and last but not least the structuring at the shareholding level.
 Financing structures and structured finance transactions (including securitisation, bond issuance, acquisition financing
transactions) require best access to the capital market, external funding, internal funding benefits and….. fiscal efficiency;

A Strategic Decision
Choosing the appropriate location for a holding company is a complex procedure involving consideration of business, economic,
logistical and operational requirements but the tax attributes of the location are as well key factors:


How will income and gains of the holding company be taxed and what is the effective tax rate ?



Are there any substance requirements? Will proceeds distribution by the holding company be subject to withholding tax ?



Does the location have an extensive tax treaty network ?



Tax and corporate law flexibility and stability;



Trends in tax law and practice (recognised stable legal system together with efficient tax practice / local tax authorities);



What about any restrictions on the movement of capital, legal flexibility and tax neutrality for proceeds distribution ?



Tightening of control over the use of foreign jurisdictions in tax planning;



Increased demand in tax information exchange between local tax authorities and foreign countries;



Substance over form approach for the tax purposes (Anti Tax Avoidance Directives - ATAD, BEPS,….);

European Holding and Financing Companies, the OECD MLI, and EU ATAD
Something is changing…..
The countdown for the implementation of the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) action plan into domestic European
Union legislation has begun following the adoption of EU Anti-Tax-Avoidance Directives I and II (ATAD I and II).
Another important step was taken in June 2017 when 72 jurisdictions signed the Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax Treaty
Related Measures to Prevent Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (multilateral instrument, or MLI) in a ceremony hosted by the
OECD.
Around 1,100 double tax treaties pertaining to those 72 jurisdictions alone are expected to be modified — without the need for
further bilateral negotiations — once the MLI enters into force and the domestic ratification procedures are concluded.
For withholding taxes, the MLI is expected to modify tax treaties as early as January 1, 2019. Such timing would coincide with the
timing for domestic implementation in EU member states and the entering into force of most ATAD provisions.
The MLI and ATAD will trigger unprecedented changes in tax treaties and European taxation, which will significantly affect
multinationals and alternative investment funds with a cross-border footprint, especially for existing holding entities but as
well for any further decision about new holding structures.

European Holding and Financing Companies, the OECD MLI, and EU ATAD
Timeline of Upcoming Changes
January 1, 2019

January 1, 2020

January 1, 2022

ATAD:

ATAD II (anti-hybrid mismatches). Includes
no more deduction on EU-source:

ATAD II:

 Interest limitation rules (30% EBITDA):
 No deduction limitation up to the
amount of interest income received,
but 30% limitation applies to excess
 Grandfathering provision may apply to
loans concluded before June 17, 2016
 Certain (regulated) vehicles may be
exempt

 Payments under hybrid instruments

 Taxation of EU reverse hybrid in EU
country of organization

 EU-wide controlled foreign corporation
rules
 EU general anti-avoidance rule
MLI:
 Proliferation of Principal Purpose Test in
double tax treaties
 Artificial avoidance of permanent
establishment status
 Other anti-abuse measures

 Payments to “reverse hybrid” partnership
 Payments to a disregarded foreign branch
of an EU company
 Payments by a checked EU company
 Notional payments by an EU branch of a
foreign head office

The Introduction of a Principal Purpose Test rule in tax treaties
The choice of location of a holding entity will become more and more complex while new rules shall (or have to already) be
considered: the Principal Purpose Test (“PPT”) . As a result of the MLI, a PPT clause will effectively be included in most tax
treaties to prevent access to treaty benefits in abusive situations (for example, treaty shopping).
The MLI, based on BEPS action 15, allows accelerated implementation of BEPS action 6 minimum standards in a vast number of tax
treaties because it circumvents the need for bilateral negotiation, agreement, and ratification.
Under the PPT, a treaty benefit shall not be granted if, given all relevant facts and circumstances, it is reasonable to
conclude that obtaining that benefit was one of the principal purposes of any arrangement or transaction that resulted
directly or indirectly in that benefit, unless it is established that granting the benefit in the circumstances would be in
accordance with these treaties’ relevant provisions.
Taxpayers will therefore face greater scrutiny, uncertainty, and tax risks. Access to tax treaty benefits might not even be provided in
the presence of commercial reasons or of a specific level of operational functionality at the level of holding or financing entities. It is
clear, however, that entities situated in some jurisdictions simply to get access to the tax treaty network without further justification will
not be able to get access to those treaties.
Even though the PPT is different from a mere substance test, the above highlights the importance that a minimum level of
physical presence and functions aligned with the underlying economic rationale for interposing a holding or financing
company will have in the application of the PPT, especially in the EU - See Appendix 1 for further details
So definitively the choice of the location for any holding entity is becoming more and more complex, challenging and
requires objective reasons and further substance consideration whatever is the activity segment (multinational, investment
funds, structured finance entities)

Main Areas affected by ATAD I and II for tax consideration purpose
In addition to the MLI, the rules under ATAD I and II to be implemented in EU domestic tax legislations by January 2019 (ATAD I) and January
2020 (ATAD II) will have a material effect on the tax structuring of typical holding and financing jurisdictions as illustrated below:
ATAD I – Interest deductibility limitation
(2019)
 Exceeding borrowing costs deductibility limited to 30% of
EBITDA or EUR 3 million safe harbour
 Rule applies to related and unrelated-party financing
expenses
 Grandfathering provision may apply

Shareholders /
Investor / AIF

ATAD II – Hybrid financial instrument (2020)
Payment under a financial instrument or to / by hybrid
entity could give rise to deduction without inclusion. If so,
deduction shall be denied in the member state that is the
payer jurisdiction.

Hybrid
instrument
or entiy

EU parent
Loan

AM / PM
MLI – Artificial avoidance of PE status (2019)
Expanded scope of PE definition

GAAR and MLI – Minimum standard requiring principal purpose test
(2019)
PPT: Tax treaty benefits denied if reasonable to conclude, having regard
to all relevant facts / circumstances, that obtaining such benefits was one
of the principal purposes of any arrangement or transaction that resulted
directly or indirectly in that benefit:
 Risk of disallowance of treaty benefits by source countries on
interest, dividends, and gains derived by recipient of such income.

Portfolio
securities

EU / non-EU

Low-taxed entity
(passive income)

ATAD I – CFC
(2020)
EU holding holds directly o indirectly 50%
interest or more in a low-taxed entity
whose income consists of passive income
non-distributed CFC income to be taxed at
the level of the EU holding company.

Jurisdictional Reactions
 Traditional holding and financing company jurisdictions have continued to be proactive in setting their tax agendas to maintain their
viability in the uncertainty of the post-BEPS environment while modernizing their tax frameworks and committing to abide by at
least the minimum standards imposed by the BEPS and EU anti-tax-avoidance initiatives.
 Some country-specific tax developments across those jurisdictions include:
- increased transparency and reporting (country-by-country reporting, OECD/EU exchange of information requirements on tax
rulings and tax information, and the U.S. Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act/common reporting standard);
- modernization of local transfer pricing rules in line with OECD standards;
- reactions to increased state aid scrutiny by the European Commission into fiscal advantages allegedly granted by EU
member states, including imposing stricter standards for issuing tax rulings; and
- ongoing implementation of targeted anti-tax-avoidance measures.
Those jurisdictions also continue enhancing their attractiveness as financial service hubs when there is also increased pressure for
offshore holding structures (including investment funds and family office SPVs) to relocate onshore. That is accomplished by:
-

enhancing legal and regulatory regimes;
developing new vehicles tailored to different types of investors and investments, thus enhancing time-to-market, investor
protection, and flexibility while mitigating costs; and
attracting workforce experience and increasing and modernizing the local financial service infrastructures.

When substance and business reasons are key considerations in getting access to tax treaties, jurisdictions are equipping
themselves with the appropriate attributes to allow multinationals, investors, family offices and investment funds to
efficiently consolidate and carry out their functions in those countries.

Improving Taxpayers’ Positions
Several actions may be taken to improve taxpayers’ positions, given future PPT assessments:
 Taxpayers should consider aligning the holding company location and the activities and functions carried out therein with the
operating substance footprint (leveraging on or increasing existing substance at the holding company level) :
- concentrating holding or financing companies or investments in the same region, or having the same type of investment
policy under one umbrella or platform in a given jurisdiction;
- consolidating in the holding jurisdiction the fund vehicles or asset management entities (for example, licensed under the EU
AIF managers directive) when it concerns the alternative investment funds industry; and
- improving premises and local relevant headcount with appropriate skills for the functions carried out and the structuring of
employment contracts in case of the sharing of resources between different entities (for example, by using global employment
contracts whereby each entity has the employees allocated to its own payroll).
 Taxpayers should also consider using regulated holding vehicles or transparent fund structures that rely on tax residency of the
shareholders/ investors rather than an investment platform.
 Finally, taxpayers should consider that evidence of tax and non tax reasons will be critical in evaluating a PPT, with non tax
reasons helping evince the non tax business purpose.

Substance requirements in a EU context for any holding entity
 As regards the existence of an actual establishment, the CJEU does not seem to require an extensive level of substance. As a rule
of thumb, the substance should be appropriate for the activities performed by the company. Furthermore, it has been explicitly
stated that when analyzing the substance of a company, it is necessary to not only analyze the situation of the entity in question
but of the group as a whole.
 The notion of “genuine economic activity” should be understood in a very broad manner and may include the mere exploitation
of assets such as shareholdings, receivables and intangibles for the purpose of deriving what is often described as “passive”
income. The nature of the activity should not be compromised if such passive income is principally sourced outside of
Luxembourg.

 In addition, no specific ties or connections between the economic activity assigned to a Luxembourg holding entity and the territory
of Luxembourg can be required by foreign anti-abuse provisions. Therefore, insofar as the EU internal market is concerned, the
mere fact that a Luxembourg holding company is “active” in conducting the functions and assets allocated to it (rather
than being a mere letterbox company) should suffice to be out of the scope of foreign anti-abuse legislation or the PPT
in tax treaties concluded with other EU Member States.
 Anti-abuse legislation should further not establish an irrebuttable presumption of fraud or abuse as foreseen by some anti-abuse
provisions. Instead, the taxpayer must have the possibility to provide evidence of the appropriateness of the structure.
 Last but not least, the imposition of a general tax measure which automatically excludes certain categories of taxable persons from
the tax advantage, without the tax authorities being required to provide even prima facie evidence of fraud and abuse is considered
to go beyond what is necessary to prevent fraud and abuse. Accordingly, as long as a Luxembourg holding company has
appropriate substance, the nature (corporates vs. individuals), origin or tax status of its shareholder(s) should have no
impact on the application of foreign anti-abuse legislation.

Notion of substance – Luxembourg reference
 Substance is a key element in international taxation and is relevant for the application of both domestic tax law and tax treaties.
More precisely, substance is crucial (i) for managing Luxembourg tax residency, (ii) to avoid a situation in which a corporate
structure is (partially) disregarded under foreign anti-abuse provisions and (iii) to ensure that Luxembourg companies are
considered as the beneficial owners of their income.
• The notion of substance involves a number of elements such as:
- Infrastructure (equipment, facilities and employees, etc.),
- Corporate governance (directorship, involvement of Luxembourg directors, place where decisions are taken, etc.),
- Functional and risk profile,
- Legal documentation and contractual terms,
- Transfer pricing and related documentation,
- The actual conduct of business activities, and
- Business purpose.
However, when it comes to substance, there is no “one-size fits all” approach. Instead, the level of substance has to be tailored to
each investment structure, responding to the requirements in the other jurisdictions involved and considering the existing
operations of investors in Luxembourg and abroad. Evidently, there exists a natural tension between an increased level of substance
and the comfort that goes with it, on the one hand, and cost efficiency, on the other.
In practice, substance may be organized in different ways. A Luxembourg investment structure may, for example, be managed
through a Luxembourg master holding company or a management company with employees. As a different model, it is still possible
to outsource certain functions to qualified service providers to the extent that these activities are supervised by the
managers/directors of the Luxembourg companies – See Appendix II for further details about substance in Luxembourg.

CONCLUSIONS
Whenever investments are made in foreign jurisdictions, the key questions for determining the jurisdiction of any
holding entity from a tax perspective are:
1.

How can we justify the purpose of the implementation of such holding (corporate restructuring, business
development, assets allocation diversification, intra-group financing perspectives, …);

2.

How much substance is required in the tax efficient jurisdiction (e.g. Luxembourg) which has been chosen. As
a principle, the substance of holding companies involved in cross-border investments should be appropriate
for the activities performed.

However, the international tax landscape provides for increasingly more and more complicated anti-abuse
legislation. Combined with the attitude of some foreign tax authorities, this has created unprecedented legal
uncertainty as to the tax treatment of international investments.

While in a non-EU context, substance requirements need to be analyzed on a case-by-case basis, as far as
investments in EU Member States are concerned, the CJEU re-confirmed in two recent cases that taxpayers are
free to rely on their EU freedoms when structuring investments as long as the underlying contractual
arrangements are not “wholly artificial arrangements”. This jurisprudence inserts strict limitations to the design and
interpretation of anti-abuse legislation in an EU context and may be considered as a blueprint for future decisions
of the CJEU. Ultimately, the Court has made a valuable contribution to legal certainty in the post-BEPS era.

WHY LUXEMBOURG AS PRIME LOCATION FOR A HOLDING COMPANY

SOLID PERFORMANCE FOR
THE FINANCIAL CENTRE
Luxembourg consolidated its
position as a leading European
financial centre in 2017 after
successfully implementing a
series of initiatives over the
past several years. Last year
alone over twenty top-ranked
international institutions chose
Luxembourg to set up all or
part of their activities.

TOP GREEN FINANCIAL
CENTRES GLOBALLY
LUXEMBOURG AMONG THE TOP FINANCIAL CENTRES
Luxembourg once again ranks as one of the top 3
financial centres in the EU.
Prime AIF centre: more than EUR 4 trillion net assets
under management in Luxembourg funds
MOODY’S / STANDARD &
POOR’S / FITCH CONFIRM AAA
IN 2018
The rating agency Standard &
Poor’s (S&P) reaffirmed the AAA
rating of Luxembourg with stable
outlook. Luxembourg continues to
benefit from the best rating by the
three major rating agencies: S&P,
Moody’s and Fitch.

Luxembourg ranks amount the
top green financial centres in
the last global Green Finance
Index (GGFI) measuring how
financial centres contribute to
the creation of a more
sustainable global economy. In
terms of green finance
penetration, the financial
centre ranks 2nd in the world.

Source: www.luxembourgforfinance.lu

WHY LUXEMBOURG AS PRIME LOCATION FOR A HOLDING COMPANY
 Flexibility of the corporate law and fast access to regulated investment funds (time to market)
 Capability to implement efficient tax solutions by complying with the new international tax requirements
 Credibility about the tax reforms completed during the last 5 years (tax transparency, strong culture of investor protection and
rigorous anti money-laundering policies)
 AAA branded nation
 Capital market solutions and corporate finance skills
 Multilingual and multicultural, with a long tradition of financial expertise and extensive knowledge of the needs of an
international clientele
 Focus on corporate governance and substance solutions

Due to its favourable environment in terms of political, legal, economic, financial and tax stability, numerous international groups have
decided to establish their head office(s) in Luxembourg. New family offices and assets managers are opening new offices for the
same purpose.
Last but not least: we have an acknowledged expertise in structuring, implementing and administering holding entities
domiciled in different jurisdictions liaising with the best international network…..: GGI

Thank you for your attention

Appendixes

Appendix I - Applying the Principal Purpose Test in the EU
From an EU perspective, the PPT might have a more limited application because EU countries will need to abide by EU law (as
interpreted by the Court of Justice of the European Union), which restricts the application of anti-abuse provisions to “wholly
artificial arrangements” without economic activity or substance.
The European Commission has highlighted that position in a recommendation for EU member states to limit the application of the
PPT in their tax treaties to arrangements or transactions that result in tax benefits and do not reflect a genuine economic activity, as
defined by CJEU case law. The recommendation reflects CJEU jurisprudence on abuse of law; most notably, the landmark case
Cadbury Schweppes PLC and CSO Ltd. v. Commissioners, C-196/04 (CJEU 2006), in which the CJEU pointed out that a national
measure restricting the freedom of establishment may be justified only if it specifically relates to wholly artificial arrangements meant
to circumvent the application of the legislation of the member state concerned and does not go beyond what is necessary to achieve
that purpose.
That position seems to be supported by the Court’s September 2017 decision in Eqiom SAS (previously Holcim France SAS and
Enka SA) v. France, C-6/16 (CJEU 2017): the CJEU ruled that a former French anti-abuse provision requiring a taxpayer to prove
that benefitting from an exemption is not a main purpose of the structure infringed both the EU parent-subsidiary directive
and the EU right of freedom of establishment, because it did not contain an objective test limited to wholly artificial
arrangements that do not reflect economic reality.
Even though the PPT is different from a mere substance test, the above highlights the importance that a minimum level of
physical presence and functions aligned with the underlying economic rationale for interposing a holding or financing
company will have in the application of the PPT, especially in the EU.

Appendix II - Notion of substance in Luxembourg
The importance of substance in Luxembourg has increased as a consequence of the new economic and financial environment
arising from the recent developments on the OCDE principles of transparency and exchange of information.
In order to create a genuine and real underlying economic activity in Luxembourg, the following recommended substance
requirements will be considered:


Luxembourg tax resident board members – senior decision makers involved in the decision making process:
 Luxembourg board members need to have sufficient professional knowledge to exercise their functions
 Luxembourg board members must have the capacity to act on behalf of the company (not mere “nominee directors”)



Decision making process - Board meetings in Luxembourg (avoiding conference calls):
 The key decisions regarding the management of the company must be taken in Luxembourg
 The Luxembourg directors need to be sufficiently involved in the decision making process
 Decisions of the board of directors should not merely be rubber-stamped in Luxembourg



Own office space



Bank account in Luxembourg

This document should only be used as a guide.
The actual substance required in Luxembourg should be determined on a case-by-case basis
and should also be analysed from the perspective of the different jurisdictions involved.

Appendix II - Notion of substance in Luxembourg (cont’d)


Specific tasks performed in-house and day-to-day management performed by Luxembourg managers (reporting from
Luxembourg and collection of consolidated data in Luxembourg)



Genuine business activity and associated risks for financing companies (risk management):
 Financing companies should prepare a risk management policy (required for transfer pricing policies)
 The risk management function needs to be described in the functional analysis (transfer pricing policies)
 Likewise, the qualifications and experience of the people involved in the risk management function needs to be
described (transfer pricing policies)
 The risk in relation to the financing activity should at least be reviewed once a year and be considered by the
directors ((transfer pricing policies)

 Tax residence: The entity must not be considered as tax resident in another State (especially for TP requirements).


Consider requirements in the investments’ and investors’ countries.



Employees (split payroll) in Luxembourg (case by case basis):
 The company must have qualified personnel (to be determined based on level of activity and typology of underlying
investments)
 Certain functions of the company may still be outsourced to qualified Luxembourg service providers

This document should only be used as a guide.
The actual substance required in Luxembourg should be determined on a case-by-case basis and should
also be analysed from the perspective of the different jurisdictions involved.

